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monasteries, explore breathtaking landscapes
and go for a swim in the Libyan Sea, in the most
amazing beaches.
Alpine Travel offer an array of picturesque locations
within Greece including:
• Alonissos
• Amorgos
• Andros
• Corfu
• Crete
• Drama
• Epirus
• Karpathos

• Naxos
• Olympus
• Paros
• Pelion
• Peloponnesus
• Rhodes
• Santorini
• Tinos

Whether their clients are going it alone, or traveling
as a family or a couple, Alpine Travel provide them
with breathtaking experiences catered for all,
creating memories to last a lifetime. Their holiday
packages including:
• Family Active Holidays
• Sea Kayaking
• Self Guided Tours
• Trekking Holidays
• Greek Road Trips

Alpine Travel -

A pioneer Eco-research, tourist and mountaineering company
Located in one of the most majestic parts of the
world - Greece, Alpine Travel was founded over 28
years ago by leading mountaineers. It offers the
highest quality adventure holiday service to a large
number of visitors from all around the world.

to cater for families, groups, corporate groups or
individuals.

When tourists embark on a trip to this part of the
Mediterranean, Alpine Travel happily accompany
their every need to a singular and pleasurable
discovery of the Greek countryside, mountain
summits and coastal line.

They manage daily operations and regulatory
requirements so their clients can relax and enjoy
reliable and convenient travel with safety, and
security at the forefront at all times.

Their team of trained and inspirational individuals
help their clients to practice and discover outdoor
activities in places of extraordinary beauty with the
upmost safety and security.
They provide vacations to order, aiming at
satisfying their clients needs and requirements be
it quiet walks and swimming or challenging hikes,
canoeing, or rock climbing, with special programs
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Alpine Travel organise adventure trips for people
who want a different kind of experience.

Alpine travel go above and beyond aircraft
management and private aircraft or helicopter
charter, to offer a full array of aviation services to
cover all private aviation needs including:
Travelers can hire one of Alpine Travel’s safe and
reliable, specially equipped 4X4 vehicles and all
the necessary equipment, as well as a driver-tour
leader if requested to explore mountainous villages
surrounded by olive trees, drive through Byzantine
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Alpine Travel’s highly experienced mountain
professionals have developed a High Summits
Climbing Program with safety as their first and
foremost concern.

It is a great opportunity to be a part of the
experience next to passionate mountaineers who
enjoy sharing their knowledge and experience
to help you reach the summit safely and well
acclimatized.
Travelers can charter Alpine Travel’s motor yacht the Explorer II and explore the endless Greek Seas.
They can dive into the Cretan and Libyan exotic
waters, follow Odysseus routes in the Ionian and step
into the luxury of the Aegean, and feel the fresh
breeze of Greek summer in full privacy.
Assisting their clients on their voyage to explore the
wondrous islands, and endless coastlines and deep
waters of Greece, Alpine Travel’s specialised team
have been offering this and many more top quality
services adventures since1991, and this will remain
their focus for many more years to come.

Address:
2nd Pas. Akrotiriou str. (2,911.77 km)
73142 Chaniá, Greece
t: +30 2821 050939
e: info@alpine.gr
w: www.alpine.gr
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